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Introduction
This paper reports on the diagrammatic reasoning compo-
nent of RedSoar, a knowledge system for identifying red
blood cell antibodies. Expert blood bank technologists make
heavy use of information recorded on paper-based diagrams
while solving antibody identification problems. During
problem solving there is a constant interaction with the dia-
gram, both as a source of data and as a scratch memory for
recording intermediate results. Red,Soar (Johnson, et al.,
1991) was designed to mimic the experts’ use of these dia-
grams. RedSoar accesses the external diagrams in ways sim-
ilar to those used by experts and displays a limited ability to
learn how to use the diagrams more quickly. Our work high-
lights both the utility and the difficulties of using such ap-
proaches for building knowledge systems. The analysis of
the diagrammatic reasoning and the approach used are po-
tentiaUy applicable to a wide range of domains.

Motivation
Historically, the case knowledge in most AI systems has
been encoded in a database or rule-base. In RedSoar we de-
cided to model external data access through diagrammatic
reasoning for two reasons. First, we wanted to closely model
human problem solving. Verbal protocols illustrated that the
experts made heavy use of the diagrams, including the use
of visual patterns in the data and the use of the diagram to
record intermediate results. Furthermore, because of the size
of the diagram and the amount of data represented it seemed
unlikely that humans remember the data and manipulate an
internal representation of it. Supporting this hypothesis are
protocols in which the expert asked to view previously seen
diagrams while working on problems that require multiple
diagrams.

Second, because of other research goals, dealing with
flexible problem solving, we decided to use Soar (Laird, et
al., 1987) for coding RedSoar. Soar places implicit limits on
0ae size of working memory that prohibit the encoding of the
complete case in working memory. One alternative is to
encode the cases in long-term memory such that only a small
portion of the information is in working memory at one time.
This, however, is radically different from the way humans
access the data and might, therefore, require a different
problem-solving approach.

Based on these considerations, we decided that the best
approach was to simulate the access to external diagrams of
the data using a model of visual data access. Using this
approach, the complete data is stored on a simulated sheet of
paper and only a fixed amount of the information is present
in working memory at one time.

Red Blood Cell Antibody Identification
Whenever a person requires a blood transfusion the antibod-
ies in their blood must be identified so that a compatible unit
of donor blood can be given. If the donor blood contains an-
tigens to the antibodies in the patient’s blood, the antibodies
will bind to the antigens causing a transfusion reaction
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Figure 1: A partial master panel and antigram from a
red blood cell antibody identification case.

which can lead to complications or death. To identify anti-
bodies, donor red cells of known antigenic makeup are
placed in vials, where the red ceils in a single vial have the
same antigens. A sample of the patient’s serum is then added
to these vials. If a mixture in a vial reacts, then the patient’s
blood must contain at least one antibody to an antigen
present on the red cells in that vial. The tests are done under
various conditions designed to enhance certain reactions.
All of this information is recorded in two tables (see
Figure 1), the antigram, which records the antigens on the
donor red cells, and the master panel of reactions, which
records the reactions and test conditions. Both tables appear
on a single sheet of paper along with information about the
patient. Each row of the antigram represents a red cell and
each column represents a specific antigen (D, C, E, etc.). 
’%" in a table cell indicates that the red cell has the corre-
sponding antigen. A "0" indicates that the red cell lacks the
antigen.

Each column of the master panel represents test results of
mixing a single vial of donor red cells with the patient’s
serum. Each row represents the conditions in which a test
was performed. A "0" in a table cell means that no visible
reaction occurred. All other entries record the strength of the
reaction as determined by the technologist. Reaction
strengths range from "+/-" for a trace reaction to "4+" for the
strongest reaction.

Note that the tables shown in the figure contain less data
(only four ted ceils) than is usually collected for a case.
Usually eight or more red cells are used and 27 or more
antigens appear in the antigram.

Soar and External Access
RedSoar is encoded in Soar, a cognitive architecture de-
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signed to support intelligent activity. Soar is based on the
problem-space computational model (PSCM) (Newell, 
al., 1991) in which all problem solving is viewed as search
for a goal state in a problem space. Knowledge about when
operators are applicable to a state can be specified indepen-
dent of knowledge about which operator to select. Operator
selection knowledge, called search-control knowledge, is
expressed in terms of preferences for or against applicable
operators. If at any time during the problem solving the
search-control knowledge is insufficient to indicate which
operator to select, a subgoal is set up to generate additional
knowledge so that a single operator can be selected. This
subgoal is achieved by searching another problem space.
Operators can either be implemented by directly available
knowledge or by using an operator-specific problem space.
Implementation in a problem space is similar to using a sub-
function to implement an operator in LISP. Hence, subgoal-
ing results in a traditional goal/subgoal stack in working
memory where the topmost goal represents the highest level
goal.

After looking at a diagram to locate a particular piece of
information, people learn the sequence of actions it takes to
get the information so that the next access is faster. Learning
in Soar occurs through a process called chunking. Whenever
a subgoal produces a result for a higher level goal,
recognition knowledge that can directly produce the result
without entering the subgoal is added to long-term memory.
For example, if Soar subgoais and uses depth-fast search to
determine which one of several possible operators to take,
then once the results of the search are known, recognition
knowledge, called a chunk, is added to long-term memory
such that the next time a similar situation arises, the chunk
will directly specify which operator to take without entering
the subgoal to do depth-first search.

In Soar all access to the external environment is done
through the top goal. To be more precise, input and output
channels can be attached to the state associated with the top
goal. An input channel is constantly dumping information
about the external environment into the state. An output
channel sends information from within Soar to an output
system. Input and output channels are connected to LISP
functions that are external to the Soar architecture. These
functions are responsible for monitoring the environment
and sending the information to working memory (as is the
case for an input channel) and for processing information
sent out through an output channel.

Analysis of the Diagrammatic Reasoning

In our analysis of the diagrammatic reasoning in antibody
identification we identify several necessary models or repre-
sentations (see Figure 2). The antigram and master panel, 
are a model of the real situation, S, i.e., the test tubes con-
mining serum and red cells. Id is an internal model of the di-
agram and Is, called the situation model, is an internal model
of the situation, S. Because of size limitations on working
memory Id is assumed to be a partial representation of D. Is
represents not only the perceived data, but also inferences
about S, such as hypotheses about the antibodies present in
the patient’s serum.

The agent, whose internal environment is shown in the
figure, must have knowledge to build and use Id and Is. We
identify four bodies of knowledge for dealing with these
models: 1) knowledge to interpret the diagram to produce Id;
2) knowledge to relate d to Is; 3) knowledge to manipulate
Is; and 4) knowledge to determine how to change the
contents of Id to contain required information, i.e.,
knowledge about accessing parts of D.

External Internal
Environment Environment

Figure 2- The models or representations used in anti-
body identification and how they relate to the real situa-
tion, S. The arrows point to the referent of the model. D is
the diagram recording the test results and the known data
(the antigens on the donor red cells). d i s an internal mod-
el of the diagram. Is is an internal model of S.

The second body of knowledge, relating Id to Is, is needed
because the agent must be capable of smoothly working with
both the diagrammatic representation, Id, and the situation
model, I s. For example, if the situation model contains a
representation of red cell 4 and the agent needs to extract
information about red cell 4 from the diagram, red cell 4 as
represented in the situation model must be linked to some
representation in Id that corresponds to red cell 4 in the
diagram. This binds the internal representation of red cell 4
to perceptual data.

The implementation, based on this analysis, is described
in the next section.

Diagrammatic Reasoning in RedSoar
There are two main constraints on the design of RedSoar’s
diagrammatic reasoning component, both designed to limit
the size of working memory:

1. The external diagram must be selectively accessed
(limited bandwidth); and

2. Only a partial model of the external diagram can be
kept in working memory at one time (limited storage).

To satisfy these constraints RedSoar is designed to use
visual markers, markers that can be placed on the external
data and then moved about (Ullman, 1984; Chapman, 1989).
Figure 3 illustrates the design. The external data is shown at
the top with two visual markers placed on the master panel.
Once a visual marker is placed, it deposits, in working
memory, whatever it is placed on. Thus ifa marker is placed
on a 9, that number is entered into working memory as the
value of the marker. Likewise, if the marker is moved or if
the data it is placed on changes, these changes will be
immediately reflected in working memory. The external
data is actually encoded in LISP arrays to simulate the
paper-based diagrams used by technologists. The transfer of
information and the movement of visual markers is handled
by LISP procedures connected to the corresponding input
and output channels. Hence the LISP code simulates a visual
system and a motor system.

The motor system accepts the following commands for
placing and moving markers:
Find: Place a marker on an object with specific properties.
Walk:. Move a marker one table cell in a specified direction.
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Figure 3: RedSoar’s diagrammatic reasoning compo-
nent.

Warp: Place a given marker at the same location as a second
given marker.
Intersect: Place a marker at the point where two given mark-
ers intersect.
As shown in Figure 3, the top state in Soar contains the vi-
sual markers and marker objects that together correspond to
Ia, and the situation model, I s. Each visual marker is repre-
sented by an object in working memory that records the data
that the marker is placed on and the type of the data. As stat-
ed earlier tiffs information is placed in working memory by
the visual system. The system also keeps track of which
markers are in use. The marker objects relate objects in the
situation model to visual markers corresponding, in some
way, to those objects. Each marker object also records the
specific use to which the visual marker is being put.

Since a constraint on this work is that working memory be
kept small, we have placed a limit on the number of visual
markers. There are ten markers that must be allocated and
deallocated during problem solving. At the same time,
objects in the situation model that correspond to deallocated
visual markers can be removed if they are no longer needed,
as would be the case when tim external data is used to
compute some result. This helps keep the size of working
memory even smaller.

A typical problem-solving sequence from RedSoar is
shown below. The operators dealing with visual markers
appear in boldface type.

0 G: G1
1 P: P4 (Identify)
2 S:$5

6,~)6 O: 01235 ((11233) Detenldne-Accounts-For)
Determining what AnII-K can account for.
657 ==>G: G2494 (Operator No-change)
658 P: P2498 (Delerrrdne-Accounts-For)
659 S: 52499

660 O: 02500 (Make-Marker-ObJ Reaction-Level-Antigen)
661 O: 02501 (Make-Merker-ObJ Reaction-Level-Red-Cell)
662 O: 02502 (Make-Marker-.ObJ Reactlon-LeveI-Gene)
663 O: 02504 (Find Antigen K Reactlon-Levai-Antlgen)
664 O: 02508 (Find Red-Cell 537A Reaclion-LeveI-Red-Cell
665 O: 02519 (InterNct Reactlon-LeveI-Gene

Reaction-Level-Antigen Reaction-Level-Red-Cell)
666 O: 02523 (Gat-Reaction-Expeclatlons)
667 =>G: C-,2525 (Operator No-change)
668 P: P2526 (Get-Reaction-Expectations)
669 S: S2528
670 O: 02529 (Deterrnlne-Zygoslty Antigen K)
671 =>G: G2530 (Operator No-change)
672 P: P2532 (Determlne-Zygoslty)
673 S: $2533
674 O: 02534 (Make-Marker-ObJ Dz-Allele-Marker)
675 O: 02536 (Find Allele Little-K Dz-Allele-Marker)
676 O: 02539 (Intersect Dz-Allele-Marker Dz-Allaie-Marker

Reactlon-Levai-Red-Cell)
677 O: 02546 (DetermlnlPAntloer’PSlmngth)
678 O: 02547 (Predld-ReacUvlty)

718 O: 02735 (Determine-Explanation)
AnII-K explains 3+ on cell 537A phase COOMBS.
AnlI-K explains 1+ on cell 537A phase ENZYME37.

This trace is interpreted as follows. On line 656 an
operator has been selected to determine what the antibody
Anti-K can account for since Anti-K has been hypothesized
to be in tim real world situation. To implement the accounts-
for operator a subgoal is entered (lines 657-659). The first
operator in the subgoal is make-marker-obj (line 660) which
creates a marker object to be used to link a visual marker
pointing to the antigen K in the diagram with the
corresponding antibody object (Anti-K) in the situation
model. At the same time, the operator allocates a free visual
marker to the marker object. Then two more marker objects
are made for the red cell and the space where gene presence
is indicated (the "+’° or "0" in the antigram). Next, (line 663)
the name of the antigen is used by thefind operator to place
the antigen marker on the antigram. Similarly, the name of
the red ceil is used to find where the red cell marker goes on
the antigram. Then, the red cell marker and the antigen
marker are given to the intersect operator and the result of
the intersection is marked by the gene marker. There was a
"+" under the gene marker, so it is indicated in the model
that K is on red cell 537A and an operator to predict the
reactivity of the cell is selected (get-reaction-expectations,
line 666). Get-reaction-expectations is implemented in a
subgoal by first determining the zygosity of the antigen on
the cell (line 670), then determining the antigen strength
(line 677), and finally predicting the reactivity (line 678).
The operator determine-zygosity is also implemented in a
subgoal using another marker to fine the allele for Anti-K. A
marker object is made for the allele (line 674). The allele
(little-K) is found on the antigram (line 675) and its marker
is intersected with the red cell marker (line 676). The allele
marker was actually moved to point to the gene presence
indicator rather than creating a new marker object for the
intersection. After processing the rest of the cells to see if the
antigen was on them and predicting the reactivity for each
cell, the operator determine-explanation is selected to make
the final determination of the reaction strength for each cell
and this information is used to see how complete the model
of the situation is (i.e. have all the reactions been explained).

Chunking takes place whenever a result is returned to a
supergoal. Since the motor system operates by way of
commands placed on the top state ($5 on line 2), the
intermediate results of the determine-accounts-for subgoal
(the marker values) are returned to $5. Each command, X, 
the motor system produces one chunk of the form:

If conditions then issue motor conunand X.
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Hence, once the system has learned how to do the actions
required in determine-zygosity for a particular antigen, it
should not need to enter the subgoal (lines 671-676) 
determine the zygosity for other antigens. In fact, if the same
case is run using the chunks produced from determining the
zygosity for the first antigen, the system will never enter the
subgoal, not even for processing the first antigen. In other
words, the system has learned recognition knowledge that
lets it quickly scan the diagram for the information it needs.
We have achieved some su~ toward this behavior but
many problems remain. These results and others are
described in a later section.

RedSoar can modify the diagram (the master panel or
antigram) by drawing a slash through a selected cell. The
motor system supports this with a slash operator that takes a
marker as an argument and draws a slash on the diagram.
The change is immediately reflected in working memory via
input through the visual marker. During problem solving,
slashing is used to indicate those antibodies that have been
ruled-out.

Results
The results obtained so far with RedSoar’s diagrammatic
reasoning have been mixed. The advantages are:

1. The approach, as expected, allows the problem-
solving behavior of human experts to be more closely mod-
eled. Because the data is arranged in the same order as it is
presented to a human expert, the program’s behavior dis-
plays some of the same sequences of actions as the experts.

2. The techniques can be applied to a wide range of
tasks in which data is recorded in a tabular format. It might
even be possible to generalize RedSoar’s visual system to
cover any tabular representation of data.

3. The approach is successful at limiting the amount
of information in working memory.

4. The approach forces us to consider problem-solving
methods that work with limited information and interact
with the environment for additional information.

5. The system has been able to learn short sequences
of output commands that significantly decrease the time re-
quired to access the diagram; however, significant problems
remain as discussed below.

There are four problems with the current approach:
1. The visual system is difficult to use from a pro-

grammers point-of-view. Despite providing high-level op-
erators to facilitate programming, the visual markers and
marker objects require extra programming overhead. Un-
like accessing a database, accessing a diagram using visual
markers can require a large sequence of operators. The cur-
rent design of the system does not attempt to encapsulate or
hide the external access, thus the encoded methods are
tightly tied to output commands and visual markers. An al-
ternative is to encapsulate much of the access in subgoals
so that it is largely hidden from the programmer of higher
level problem spaces.

2. The visual system is specialized for the RedSoar
domain. The visual system knows about the values of the
table cells and the types of values.

3. The learning results have been disappointing. De-
spite much effort, the system cannot be used with learning
enabled for extended periods of time. We have been able to
fix some of the problems, but many remain to be solved. In
particular the creation of redundant chunks appears to be
causing many of the current problems; however, there are
no clear solutions to this problem. Redundant chunks lead
to multiple output commands that are semantically equiva-
lent but syntactically different and it is difficult to detect

and handle these cases. Problems also result from the
changing values of visual markers as they are moved across
the diagram. In such cases, the current version of Soar tends
to build erroneous chunks that can never fire.

4. There is a sharp separation between the visual sys-
tem and central cognition. In particular, all information
transfer is done using low bandwidth channels and no learn-
ing can occur in the visual system. If a knowledge system is
to learn to recognize additional tables and symbols then ei-
ther the visual system must be designed to deliver extreme-
ly primitive information to working memory (so that central
cognition can process i0, or the visual system must learn to
recognize and deliver to working memory higher level sym-
bols.

Conclusion
The study of diagrammatic reasoning in antibody identifica-
tion has resulted in a method for reasoning about tabular
data that compares favorably to the way experts perform.
Also, it appears that this approach is applicable to any do-
main in which tabular data is used for problem solving.
While many issues about external data access have been
clarified, there have been several questions raised. It is not
clear how complex the objects returned from the visual sys-
tem should be or how and where learning to recognize ob-
jects and patterns takes place. In response to the problems,
we are currently studying chunking and how to facilitate use
of the approach. An experimental modification of Star’s
chunking mechanism appears to solve many of the problems
with learning and we are exploring alternative problem
space designs as well as additional modifications to the Soar
architecture to solve the remaining problems.
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